Transient expression and stable transformation of soybean using the jellyfish green fluorescent protein.
Embryogenic soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill.] suspension cultures were bombarded with five different gene constructions encoding the jellyfish (Aequorea victoria) green fluorescent protein (GFP). These constructions had altered codon usage compared to the native GFP gene and mutations that increased the solubility of the protein and/or altered the native chromophore. All of the constructions produced green fluorescence in soybean cultures upon blue light excitation, although a soluble modified red-shifted GFP (smRS-GFP) was the easiest to detect based on the brightness and number of foci produced. Expression of smRS-GFP was visible as early as 1.5 h after bombardment, with peak expression at approximately 6.5 h. Large numbers of smRS-GFP-expressing areas were visible for 48 h postbombardment and declined rapidly thereafter. Stably transformed cultures and plants exhibited variation in the intensity and location of GFP expression. PCR and Southern hybridization analyses confirmed the presence of introduced GFP genes in stably transformed cultures.